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Today’s issue covers two articles reporting on the one year anniversary
commemoration of the murder of George Floyd by Minneapolis police officer
Derek Chauvin. Both articles were published on May 25th, 2021, one month
before Chauvin was found guilty and sentenced to 22 and a half years in state
prison for the second degree unintentional murder of George Floyd on June
25th, 2020. The two articles report on very similar content. However, their tone
on the subject is quite different, and readers may observe a disparity between
Xinhua's less-than-optimistic assessment and CNN's more rosy account.
Putting the tone of both articles in conversation provides the foundation of
today's look at Chinese-U.S. propaganda systems.

XINHUA.NET AND
CNN REPORT ON
THE ANNIVERSARY
OF GEORGE
FLOYD'S MURDER.
SAME CONTENT,
DIFFERENT TONE?

What's in this
workshop:

George Floyd Square, Minneapolis, Minnesota, U.S.A., May 25, 2021. REUTERS/Nicholas Pfosi



        Last workshop, we read two news articles that spoke on the same subject from two very different
sets of information (see Propaganda Workshop #2: Propaganda in Conversation - Covid-19 Origins).
This week, we look at two stories which relay relatively similar content about anniversary
commemorations taking place in Minneapolis to commemorate the death of George Floyd. For
example, both cite family members of George Floyd as part of their reporting.

       Readers might find that although the content of both articles is relatively similar, their tone feels
somewhat different. Today, let's embrace measuring and addressing how the news makes us feel. As
you read each article, note how the styles of reporting use active language, adjectives, and tone to
evoke emotion in audiences. During the reading, are you left with feelings of relief? Anger? Optimism?
Pessimism? Or perhaps a wide variety of other feelings or emotions in between? 

       Unlike the traditional emphasis of news reporting as a cold, rational, and objective process of
presenting facts, this workshop highlights how emotion can be brought to the forefront of
understanding news systems. Even as journalists lay claim to a removed rationality and objectivity in
their reporting, it is clear that news stories and propaganda are intended to make us feel emotional.
Talking about emotions in the news challenges these traditional and often misleading claims to
rational objectivity, and discussing how the news makes us feel can help us better understand why
people might mark certain news stories as more trustworthy and legitimate than others. 

      

Embracing Emotion and the News:
Same Content, Different Tone

A makeshift memorial and mural outside Cup Foods, where George Floyd was murdered by Derek Chauvin on May 25th,
2020 (Jason Armond / Los Angeles Times via Getty Images)



At George Floyd's
Anniversary
Commemoration, the
United States still has
no Consolation

Deng Xianlai and Xu Jianmei
XINHUA.NET

 

Memorial Events,
Marches and White
House Meeting Mark
One Year since George
Floyd's Death
Nicquel Terry Ellis and Amir Vera 
CNN

Readings
 

Propaganda in Conversation

EMOTION AND THE NEWS
 

Xinhua.net and CNN's articles both present similar facts about the
same event, yet they might make you feel different sets of emotions.

Today, we embrace emotion as an avenue towards understanding
propaganda. We ask, how do these two news stories make you feel in

comparison, and why might that be the case?



KEY TERMS
Emotional Language = for our study today, emotional language can be understood as any language that
triggers an emotional response in audiences. Sometimes characterized by active verbs and colorful adjectives
or description. Storytelling methods have long used emotional language to spark interest and sustained
reactions among audiences, and the storytelling tradition's use of emotional language has become an
integral part of news reporting.

Selective Reporting = all news reporting has some aspects of selective reporting, as any individual can
gather different facts from different sources to tell different stories. It is up to us to determine whether or not
the individuals and facts selected in news reporting properly support the telling of a comprehensive and
informative news story. Selection bias is not always a reason to dismiss news stories and their conclusions
outright, but considering selection bias can offer a moment of reflection on the strengths and limitations of
certain news reporting.

Objectivity = lack of favoritism towards one opinion or another, or freedom from bias. To assert that news
reporting is "objective" is to claim that it represents certain notions of "truth" and "reality." When
considering news "objectivity," ask yourself if news can ever be truly "objective," or whether limitiations of
language, cultural bias, availability of facts, and the natural limits of our ability to portray reality through text
and image may influence news reporting.

Philonise Floyd, George Floyd's brother, looks down at Gianna Floyd, George Floyd's daughter, along with members
of the Floyd family in Washington, D.C. at the Capitol building. Tuesday, May 25, 2021 (Erin Scott/Pool via AP)



ReadingsQUESTIONS

1) Would you describe one or both news articles "objective" in their reporting?
If so, why?
2) Do you find one or both articles show signs of bias? If so, where is this bias
and how do you define it?
3) Think about both articles in comparison. In terms of objectivity, what are
each articles' respective strengths and weaknesses? Make a pro-con list.

Thinking about Emotional Language
1) Do one or both of these articles strike you as using emotional language? If
so, point to an instance in the article where you see emotional language.
2) Circle instances where you see particularly evocative phrases used in each
article to describe the American public (broadly construed). For example, in
the first paragraph of both articles, "encouraged by progress" and "expressing
their dissatisfaction" provide good examples.

Thinking about Interviews
1) Who do the news articles interview to gather their facts? Write down a few
names for each article.
2) Do you find any evidence of a selective reporting in who is interviewed to
tell the given story? If so, why do you consider their choice of intervewees as 
 a form of selective reporting?

Thinking about Objectivity



DISCUSSION
 

On Emotion and Objectivity in the News
 
 

Discuss with your group
1) What was your impression of how both news stories
used emotional language? Did they make you feel any
emotions as you read? If so, what were they?
2) Did you find one or both of the articles to be
selective in their reporting methods? If so, where did
you see evidence of selective reporting?
3) With your group, try to define "objectivity." What
does "objectivity" in news reporting mean to you? Do
you think that any news story can be purely objective?
Why or why not?

Two articles with
similar content
tell their stories
from different
emotional
vantage points.
Should we
understand them
each in terms of
objectivity? Or
through some
different measure
of worth?

 George Floyd Square, Minneapolis, Minnesota (Anna-Maja Rappard/CNN) 


